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Studies of subjective predicates in the linguistic and philosophical literature have generally
tried to explain faultless disagreement via semantics, although Barker (2002) and Plunkett and
Sundell (2013) have offered a more pragmatic component, proposing that subjectivity is at least
partly tied to negotiation of standards and word meanings for common ground update. Recently,
Dechaine et al. (2014) have presented a purely pragmatic view. They claim subjective predicates
are those whose sentential force, in the sense of (Faller, 2002; Portner, 2006), is not assertive
but presentative: like evidentially-marked sentences in Cree, Cheyenne and other languages, they
present not-at-issue content, either directly updating the common ground (Murray, 2011a) or, in
the model of Portner (2006), being added to the propositions both speakers are aware of, but are
not both committed to the truth of (the latter form the common ground).

I argue that Dechaine et al’s interesting proposal has the causality backwards: it is the sub-
jectivity, and specifically an explicit Experiencer as shown by a to X ‘judge’ prepositional phrase
(Bylinina, 2013) or by find (Saebo, 2009; McNally and Stojanovic, 2015), that causes subjective
predicates to have presentative force, while without one, subjective statements act like normal
assertions in English (why is beyond the scope of this paper). I use an update model similar to
(Murray, 2011b) to explain why there are different felicity restrictions on assertions like (1) versus
presentatives like (2) or (3) :

(1) A: Jam is tasty. B: No, it’s not. (Argument ensues, which must end if (2) or (3) is uttered.)

(2) A: Jam is tasty to me.
a. B: #No, it’s not tasty (to you/to me).
b. B: Well, it’s not tasty to me.

(3) A: I find jam tasty.
a. B: #No, you don’t/I don’t.
b. B: Well, I don’t.

A’s contribution in (2) or (3) cannot be directly contested; it’s a not-at-issue update. However,
contra Dechaine et al, classical faultless disagreement scenarios like (1) are at-issue. Moreover, the
order of at-issue versus not-at-issue has restrictions: presentative statements must follow assertive
ones (4a,b), and do so only if the assertion is rejected (4c,d).

(4) a. Jam is tasty; at least, tasty to me.
b. #Jam is tasty to me; at least, it’s tasty.

c. #Jam is tasty and it’s tasty to me.
d. #Jam is tasty to me and it’s tasty.

Many contextualists, such as Stojanovic (2007, 2011), claim that (2) and (3) are equivalent to
(1), which does not explain the discourse restrictions.

Proposal: Following Stephenson (2007), an assertion with a subjective predicate (1A) is a
proposal that both interlocutors believe jam is tasty, which may be rejected (1B). A not-at-issue
presentative restricted with an Experiencer (2,3) directly updates the common ground with A’s
position that jam is tasty to A, not requiring B’s agreement.

Since an assertion involves consensus from both interlocutors, in all worlds where jam is tasty

is in the common ground, jam is tasty to me is also; thus (4c,d) are infelicitous due to redundancy.
In (4b) at least, a restriction, is infelicitous as tasty expands on tasty to me, not restricts it.
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If the assertion has been rejected (No, it’s not tasty, then a presentative (It’s tasty to me) is
felicitous because it is now the most general statement A can make. A would not have claimed
jam is tasty if she did not believe it were tasty to her; having met with rejection (1), or expecting it
(4a), she can sincerely justify her attempt to update the common ground.

However, once A has presented her position, she cannot assert it (4b). Having already restricted
the belief in the jam’s tastiness to her own direct experience, she cannot claim it of B as well. This
is her price for B not being able to disagree with her.

Exocentricity: If the perspective of tasty does not include the speaker, like Lasersohn’s example
the merry-go-round was fun meaning fun for the speaker John’s young son Bill, we still see the
same restriction.

(5) a. J: (about Bill at the fair) The merry-go-round was fun but the waterslide was scary.
b. #The merry-go-round was fun and it was fun for Bill.
c. The merry-go-round was fun for Bill and it was fun #(for me).

Thus despite Lasersohn’s intuition that John is restricting fun to Bill’s perspective, fun must still
propose to include other perspectives than Bill’s in the common ground. This is corroborated by
Lasersohn’s (2009) observation that (5a) can still be followed by Obnoxious Fred saying, No, it

wasn’t! Your kid’s a weenie!. This means that John’s statement, despite context, must be a proposal
to update Fred’s common ground as well, and it’s politeness, not infelicity, that keeps most of us
from contesting this.

Conclusion: Any analysis of the semantics of subjective predicates must also predict their
illocutionary force in discourse: a direct Experiencer restricts the proposition to presentative force,
while without it, it’s an assertion. Looking at the behaviour of tasty versus tasty to me in discourse,
we see that any semantics for tasty cannot include just the speaker, as that would not predict the
contrast between (4a) and (4b). This is a point for Pearson’s (2012) claim that the perspective
includes those that the speaker empathizes with. Why even someone with unique tastes can assert
something is tasty (Bouchard, 2012; MacFarlane, 2014) is explained as this statement being an
at-issue proposal, not a direct update. We still hope to coordinate our tastes with assertion, falling
back on presentation as a last resort.
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